The 2018 Maine Mass Timber Design Competition is pleased to announce this year’s winning projects

In September, the jury gathered at the offices of William / Kaven architects in Portland, Oregon, to review submissions and elected to acknowledge an Honor award winner, and three Merit award winning projects. The winners were presented on October 11, 2018, at the Maine Mass Timber Seizing the Opportunity Event at the University of Maine in Orono. The event was co-sponsored by the (EDA-funded) Maine Mass Timber Commercialization Center and WoodWorks and served to bring together stakeholders who want to see the state seize the opportunity that mass timber represents for the local forest products industry.

The 2018 award winning projects:

**The Honor Award**  Long Lodge - BBLW - NY, NY - Yueqi Jazzy Li, AIA, Shuang Bao, Nan Wei, Braham J. B. Berg, Assoc. AIA

**Merit Award**  Shift_ - Erik Barth - Cambridge, MA - Collaborators Shaun Bush, Joel McCullough
Merit Award  Reforested - Steve Hoffman & MABU Architecture - Portland, ME & NY, NY
Steve Hoffman, RA - MABU Architecture - Matt Burgermaster & Lucia Stoll

Merit Award  Caribou Pond Hut - Jeffery Clancy, AIA - Scottsdale, AZ

More detail on the winning projects, along with all of the submissions can be found on our website at 2018 awards submissions.

This year’s jury was comprised of

Jeff Kovel  AIA - Principal - Skylab Architecture
Kurt Lango  ASLA LEED AP - Principal - Lango Hansen Landscape Architects
Trevor Lewis  AIA - Partner - William / Kaven
Corey V. Martin  AIA - Principal - Hacker
Eric McDonnell  PE - Associate - KPFF
Thomas Robinson  AIA - Principal - Lever Architecture

We invite you all to take a look at the excellent work we received this year and we would also like to remind everyone that we are currently gathering suggestions for next year’s program. Please send all suggestions to info@mainemasstimberdesign.org

This year’s program was funded with the sponsorship from the EDA and has been supported through a collaborative effort of the following organizations

AIA ME - Maine Mass Timber Commercialization Center - University of Maine - College of Engineering and Architecture - Passivhaus Maine - Maine Huts & Trails

Please contact info@mainemasstimberdesign.org to discuss future sponsorship possibilities